
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bienvenue ! 
Our French Elective courses are taught based on inclusive pedagogy, which means that every 

person matters. We acknowledge that we all vary, so the course content is designed to address 

this diversity of learning profiles (activities, assessment, etc.). The course content follows the 

Common European Framework for Languages, they provide students with the opportunity to 

deepen their knowledge of the French language and culture. 

 

 

Course Programme 

 

BEGINNER INTERMEDIATE ADVANCED 

June & July June & July July only 

 

With a collaborative, inductive and 

interactive approach, the course 

develops students’ comprehension 

and the mobilization of knowledge 

translated into applied practice. 

At this stage, students are able to 

understand very simple phrases 

about daily life if someone speaks 

slowly and clearly. The student 

knows how to introduce 

themselves, to describe their work, 

to talk about their tastes and 

hobbies and to describe their past 

or projects. Students can also 

write a postcard, answer an 

invitation/invite someone. Students 

can understand isolated phrases 

and common expressions that 

relate to areas of personal 

relevance (like personal or family 

information, shopping, immediate 

environment, work). They can 

communicate during habitual tasks 

requiring a basic and direct 

information exchange on familiar 

subjects. Using simple words, they 

describe surroundings and 

communicate immediate needs. 

 

At this level, students will progress 

towards an intermediate 

knowledge of French by 

strengthening grammar and 

vocabulary in order to develop 

their argumentation skills. 

Through the study of current 

political and social events as 

depicted in the media, songs and 

films, students learn to describe 

more complex situations and 

express their own opinions. 

Students will learn to describe 

complex situations and express 

their own opinions through a study 

of current political and social 

events as depicted in the media, 

songs and films. Various aspects 

of French culture and society will 

be explored, such as education, 

political parties or cities, with an 

emphasis on vocabulary building, 

listening comprehension, cultural 

and historical knowledge, reading 

for information, speaking, and 

strengthening argument skills. 

 

The class will focus on three 

subjects during the first three 

weeks: “Building Europe: politics 

and identity”, “French Political 

Life”, and “Contemporary crises 

and debates”. Students will 

reinforce their written and oral 

language skills through a study of 

various materials, including texts 

from French newspapers and 

academic articles, videos from TV 

news or debates, political cartoons 

or political campaign posters and 

speeches. Students will learn to 

construct an argument that has the 

power to convince a listener or a 

reader. Every written and oral 

exercise will be tailored to the 

DELF requirements in order to 

prepare students who wish to 

reach the upper language level at 

the end of the Summer School. 

Session: June and/or July 2023 

Number of hours of class: 24h 



Requirements for validation 
 

The course will be evaluated through student participation, assignments covering all 

four competences (written and oral productions, written and oral comprehensions) and 

one final exam assessing the prepared level. Cultural competence is also evaluated 

through the whole program. 

 

Grading breakdown: 

Oral presentation: 40 % / Written presentation: 40 % / Participation: 20 % 

 

 

 

Our Professors 
 

 

Baptiste LEBRETON got his Master’s Degree in French as a Foreign Language 

at the University of Nantes in 2006 with an emphasis on learner autonomy, after 

a Master’s Degree in Communication. He has studied sociology, art history and 

communication sciences. He has worked in many different contexts, in Iceland, 

Finland, China and France with American students and Syrian refugees. 

 

 

Émilie DUVAL holds a master’s degree in French. 

She has been in charge of the French language class level A1 at Sciences Po 

since 2016, and this will be her second year teaching for the Summer School 

program. She has taught French as a foreign language in several universities 

and engineering Schools: AgroParisTech, EPF-ESTP, IESEG business School. 

She has also worked as a French teacher in Chinese and Ethiopian universities 

and international Schools. 

 

 

Paloma PUENTEDURA. After a Master’s degree in General Linguistics and 

Didactics of French at the Sorbonne University, Paloma quickly found a 

teaching position at prestigious universities such as CentralSupelec, Paris-

Saclay University and Sorbonne University where she currently teaches 

French as a foreign language. 

 
 

Virginie CHERON has been teaching French as a Foreign Language (FLE) 

since 2010 but she started her career long before as a language assistant in 

England. She holds a Master’s degree with honors in FLE from the Sorbonne 

University. As an official examiner of the DELF and DALF exams, she’s currently 

dividing her time between the Greta of Paris where she coordinates the 

language courses, prepares the student for these exams and the Catholic 

Institute of Paris where she teaches French to international students all year 

round. She’s also a national master trainer in the teaching of FLE. She has been a part of the 

Sciences Po Summer School since last year and occasionally teaches for short French 

programs.  

 


